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MORPHOLOGY AND URBAN DESIGN
new strategies for a changing society

Since the beginning of the third millennium, the rapid changes 
that contemporary societies are facing are radically transforming 
the perception and the structures of our cities. New topics seem 
to dictate the political agenda, suggesting alternative options to  
manage the emerging urban mutations. 
An increasingly “data driven society” is forcing the migration 
into an almost immaterial world, prompting Information and 
Communication Technology together with the Smart City.  
The crisis of the traditional real estate industry, propelled by the 
global finance system, is contributing to re-evaluate the theme 
of Public Space as a “space of encounter, sharing, experience 
and inclusivity”, mapping the everyday life to discover unexpected 
Urbanities, through the application of innovative strategies and 
tools. 
The deficiencies of representativeness in Democracies are addressing 
us with new social, economic, cultural roles, inviting human  
beings to perform as strategic Agents of Change. As an immediate 
consequence, new “forms” of cities are strongly brought to our 
attention: the “city of sharing”, the “city of temporariness”, 
the “city of Life between buildings”, giving an unexpected impulse 
to incremental Urbanism of evolving cities. 
In such a way, the very idea of the city is radically under discussion. 
We are then required to answer these numerous questions in     
order to define the scientific coordinates for the City of the 21st century. 
In that respect, the conference is calling experts in the field to 
reflect upon the following main topics:
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> COMMUNITIES AND GOVERNANCE <
> NEW METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE URBAN ANALYSIS <
> READING THE CHANGING URBAN FORM <
> DESIGNING A SUSTAINABLE URBAN FORM <
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>San Giovanni in Monte<

>Palazzo Re Enzo<
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